There has been much debate about the role Vitamin C plays in the innate immune response, and if it has the potential to be used as a drug to combat conditions in which the immune system is compromised, from the common cold to cystic fibrosis. Here, the author creates a basic model of the innate response, capturing the dynamics among phagocytic cells, host cells, foreign virus/bacteria, and Vitamin C. Through mathematical simulations, the author concludes that Vitamin C can be used as a stand-alone drug to eradicate a viral/bacterial infection if given constant infusions. If this is not possible due to other side effects that may harm the patient, Vitamin C may be used in quick succession with another anti-bacterial/anti-viral medication to aid the patient. This, moreover, could help minimize the amount of side effects of the anti-bacterial/anti-viral drug and slow down bacterial evolution. Finally, the author modifies the system to simulate cases of renal failure, acute lung injury, liver damage, chronic granulomatous disease, and the Chédiak-Higashi syndrome, showing how Vitamin C can help individuals with these diseases.
Introduction
T he innate immune response is an older evolutionary defense strategy against foreign bodies, and is the primary form of immunity in plants, fungi, insects, and primitive multicellular organisms. In humans, it provides the first line of defense from an infection, in a nonspecific manner. These responses are rapid and independent of the antigen. This is often contrasted with adaptive immunity, a key feature of which is the development of antibodies for a particular pathogen, leading to a "memory-based" evolutionary response.
Here, we will focus on the effect Vitamin C has on the innate immune system. To do this, we will first provide a short biochemical summary on interactions and dynamics involved in the innate response.
When a virus enters a body, it sends chemical signals to phagocytes, cells that protect the body by ingesting and degrading foreign bodies. When the phagocytes are activated, they release a set of oxidizing agents that kill the virus. Phagocytes specifically have three main mechanisms of killing a virus: oxygen-dependent, oxygen-independent, and via interferon-gamma.
In the oxygen-dependent process, once a phagocyte ingests a bacterium, its oxygen consumption increases, producing a toxic reactive oxygen species (ROS). These molecules are anti-viral/anti-bacterial [1] , but are also harmful for the phagocyte. ROS is then used to kill the virus via mechanisms that will not be covered here.
The mechanisms behind the oxygen-independent process are omitted here, but it's important to understand that, as the name suggests, this does not cause production of ROS, but is also not as effective in killing bacteria/viruses as the oxygen-dependent process [2] .
The extracellular interferon-gamma stimulates macrophages to produce nitric oxide, which kills the foreign body due to its toxicity. In some diseases such as chronic granulomatous disease, the efficiency of phagocytes is impaired, and recurrent bacterial infections are common [3] . In this disease, there are problems with oxygen-dependent killing, so the body must rely on the latter two mechanisms. Finally, in other congenital abnormalities, such as Chédiak-Higashi syndrome, there is defective killing of ingested microbes, so the body must solely rely on interferon-gamma to fight bacterial/viral infections [4] .
If the phagocyte fails to engulf its target virus, it will, in a process called frustrated phagocytosis, release these toxic agents into its environment, thus harming the surrounding host cells. This is the source of several medical issues such as renal failure, acute lung injury, and liver damage-conditions we revisit later in this paper [5] [6] [7] .
Vitamin C plays a great role in these processes in several different ways. One way is that it protects the host cells against the oxidants released by phagocytes [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . It also increases ROS production, which can be both beneficial and harmful for the immune system [14] [15] [16] . Vitamin C has been shown to increase mobility and chemotaxis of phagocytes [17, 18] , as well as increase the interferon-gamma production [19] . Finally, it has been shown to reduce virus replication rates (though the presence of a virus also degrades the Vitamin C faster) [20] [21] [22] .
Since Vitamin C plays a crucial role in the immune response in a variety of ways, the author hypothesized that it could be effectively used to treat some of the aforementioned diseases.
Model Creation
From the above biochemical framework, the following mathematical model was constructed:
Here, C represents the amount of Vitamin C, P represents the population of phagocytic cells, H represents the host cell population, and V is the virus population.
Equation for Vitamin C (1)
It is well known that, unlike other plants and animals, humans cannot synthesize Vitamin C and must ingest it from their diet. Thus, the c 0 term represents this external input of Vitamin C (from diet or treatment). The second term represents the natural degradation rate of of the Vitamin C in the body. The last term captures the oxidation of Vitamin C to dehydroascrobic acid, an oxidation reaction that occurs when Vitamin C is used for ROS sequestration, something which is triggered by the presence of viruses. Note that the carrying capacity of the viruses has been taken into account by including the V/V max ratio. (2) The first term in this equation represents the growth rate of phagocytes, incorporating their carrying capacity. The following terms represent the death of the phagocytes, both by natural causes, d p , and by the virus killing the phagocytes. The e parameter captures this killing rate, while the f C/C M term is used to show how Vitamin C may enhance this killing. Note the use of carrying capacities for the virus and Vitamin C as well.
Equation for Phagocytes

Equation for Host Cells (3)
As in equation (1), the first term here represents the growth rate of the host cells, including their carrying capacity. The next terms are the death rates of the host cells, including natural death, killing by phagocytes (including enhancement of killing by Vitamin C), and killing by viruses.
Equation for Viruses (4)
The first term represents the growth rate of the virus, including carrying capacity and Vitamin C's effect of reducing viral replication rates. The second term includes the natural death of the virus, phagocyte killing via oxygen-independent, oxygen-dependent, and interferon-gamma mechanisms, with the latter two methods being enhanced by Vitamin C. Table 1 represents the base values of the parameters used in creating simulations of the dynamics among Vitamin C, phagocytes, host cells, and viruses under various medical conditions. 
Parameter Estimation
Model Results
First, using the above default parameter values, we simulate a viral infection in the body in three cases: with a constant stimulus of Vitamin C dosage to prevent any degradation, a constant stimulus of Vitamin C but allowing for some natural degradation, and a single dosage, which dies out. The following initial values were used: C = 2000, P = 300, H = 1000, V = 500 for the single treatment. For the continuous infusions, the same values were used, but C was set to 58 (the accepted physiological level). The results can be seen below.
Control: Extreme Treatment -c0 = 100
As can be seen in Figure 1 below, when a constant input of Vitamin C is used, ensuring that the Vitamin C levels stay at carrying capacity, the virus population tends to 0, while the other cell populations are at healthy levels. However, now let's consider what happens when we consistently give Vitamin C treatments, but not enough to maintain Vitamin C levels at their carrying capacity.
Control: Moderate Treatment -c0 = 90
As one can see in Figure 2 in which Vitamin C levels were kept at ≈ 1750 through moderate constant infusions, though the virus population is greatly decreased, it is not eradicated and finds an equilibrium at a non-zero population. Finally, let's look at what happens when we only give one infusion of Vitamin C to treat the infection, in Figure 3 . 
Control: Single Treatment -c0 = 0
Here, we see that, though Vitamin C certainly helps decrease the viral population in the very short run, the virus population eventually rises up to a population of 250. We note that, if the population is not completely eradicated and the Vitamin C treatment is stopped/allowed to degrade, the viral population can jump up to its initial equilibria of 250, even if the initial virus population is just 1. This can be seen in Figure 4 .
Note that the dosage of the single treatment only changes the location of the inflection point for the virus curve (i.e. the lowest population of the virus)-though, regardless of dosage given, the virus population reaches the same long-term equilibria. For example, Figure 5 above shows a side-by-side phase portrait comparison of a 2000 initial dosage (left) and a 50 initial dosage (right).
Thus it's clear that, to minimize side effects and bacterial evolution, Vitamin C doses can be given to reduce the bacterial population to as low as possible. Then, a smaller amount of the more potent drug can be used to kill off the bacterial population completely.
Diseases
There are several diseases that are associated with imbalances in the innate immune system. In this section, the author will biologically explain what goes wrong in each situation, before mathematically proposing ways to treat them.
Frustrated Phagocytosis
Phagocytes are part of the innate immune system and aim to engulf and absorb foreign particles such as bacteria, forming a phagosome. Normally, this phagosome moves toward the centrosome of the phagocyte, is fused with lysosomes, and forms a phagolysosome, leading to degradation. The phagolysosome is then acified, activating degradative enzymes [31, 32] .
But if the phagocyte cannot engulf the foreign particle, it will release these particles into its environment-a process called frustrated phagocytosis. As would be expected, this process harms the surrounding host cells, causing many medical issues such as renal failure, acute lung injury, and liver damage [5] [6] [7] . To model these situations, we simply increase the value of h, the probability of frustrated phagocytosis, occurs to 0.7 (to clearly see the effects of extreme forms of these diseases). Note that the phase plane now compares host cells to Vitamin C concentrations. The two phase planes in Figure 6 show the effect of this disease on the host cell population.
Clearly, we can see that the host cell population in the second plot (the diseased state) is much lower than in the non-diseased state. It's this impact on the host cell tissue that causes diseases such as renal failure.
To see how to help this situation, let's consider what occurs in the presence of Vitamin C. Again, we'll consider the same 3 treatments as above. The same initial conditions as before were used (C set to 58 for continual infusions and to 2000 for single treatment).
Control: Extreme Treatment -c0 = 100
In Figure 7 above, one can see that, under continual infusions of Vitamin C, the host cell population reaches a healthy equilibrium of 750 cells; there is still some damage done, but it is minimized. Also note the eradication of the virus population.
Control: Moderate Treatment -c0 = 90
Again, as can be seen in Figure 8 below, reducing the Vitamin C infusion dosage even slightly impacts the equilibrium frequency of the host cells, which now levels out just under 750 cells. Moreover, note the presence of a non-zero, low equilibrium virus population.
Control: Single Treatment -c0 = 0
Finally, consider the case, seen in Figure 9 , of no treatment. In this case, the host cell concentration is greatly reduced down to under 500 cells, causing much damage to the underlying tissue. Also, the virus population is at a higher equilibrium at ≈ 250.
Thus, we have seen that, in cases like renal failure, acute lung injury, or liver damage, Vitamin C has the potential to limit tissue damage to the host cells greatly, a conclusion which is accord with current medical literature [33] [34] [35] [36] . 
Chronic Granulomatous Disease (CGD)
In chronic granulomatous disease, the body has trouble producing the ROS that kill the pathogens. Specifically, this is due to defects in one of the four essential subunits of phagocyte NADPH oxidase. Due to this, the oxygen-dependent mechanism of phagocytic killing is essentially removed [37] . To model this disease, we simply set r and s (ROS killing of pathogens) to 0 and let f be 0 as well (since the ROS will not kill the phagocytic cells either). Then, we implement the 3 treatments as before. Here are the results:
Control: Extreme Treatment -c0 = 100
In Figure 10 , we see that with the extreme treatment, the host cell population stays at healthy 750 cells, and the bacterial population drops to an equilibrium of 150 cells. However, note that it's not possible to completely cure this disease using just Vitamin C, as the equilibria dropped ≈ 100 cells, but was not fully eradicated. 
Control: Moderate Treatment -c0 = 90
As seen in Figure 11 , a moderate treatment was enough to keep the host cells at the same 750 cell equilibria. Moreover, the virus equilibria is just over 150 here. Thus, there isn't much of a difference between moderate and extreme Vitamin C treatments in this disease.
Control: Single Treatment -c0 = 0
However, we see that when constant infusions are not given in Figure 12 , there is some tissue damage (the host cell equilibria drops to ≈ 650); moreover, the virus population stays at 250. Thus, in this disease, it seems that Vitamin C is not as useful as in a normal bacterial/viral infection, in agreement with current medical opinions [38] . However, Vitamin C should still be used in this case to limit host tissue damage, while also lowering the virus count slightly.
Chédiak-Higashi Syndrome
In the Chédiak-Higashi syndrome, there exist mutations in the CHS1 gene, which provides instructions for making lysosomal trafficking regulators. These proteins play a role in transporting materials into the lysosome, which then break down toxic substances and digest the bacteria/viruses that enter the phagocytes [39] .
Thus, in this disease, though the phagocytes can digest the bacteria, they cannot actually kill it. Due to this, we will multiply all the phagocyte-killing-bacteria terms by 0.1 to reflect this change. Then, for this case, we only run the extreme (left graph) and single treatment (right case) cases.
As we can see in Figure 13 below, there is hardly any difference when Vitamin C is used in extreme measures, or just a single treatment. Thus, it can be concluded that Vitamin C does not help in treating the Chédiak-Higashi syndrome. Medically, there is currently no treatment for the syndrome, though, in some cases Vitamin C has been shown to improve immune function (reflected in the above plots with the slightly higher host cell equilibrium in the Vitamin C continuous therapy) [40] [41] [42] [43] . 
Conclusion
In this paper, a mathematical model analyzing dynamics among Vitamin C, viruses, host cells, and phagocytic cells has been considered. Situations of viral infection, frustrated phagocytosis, chronic granulomatous disease, and the Chédiak-Higashi syndrome were considered, and the potential for Vitamin C to treat these conditions was considered. The model was examined under various conditions and was shown to be consistent with medical findings; effectiveness of Vitamin C as a treatment varied among diseases. The author hopes that this work will inspire future medical research that investigates the potential for the expansion of therapeutic use of Vitamin C to boost the immune system.
